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Introduction

• Informal settlements in Europe still a huge problem
• Research done by Chryssy Potsiou on informal settlements in the Balkan region
• Formalisation programmes are under way but still a lot to do
• Therefore: guidelines to be developed base on:
  – Research study
  – Best practices like Serbia, FYR Macedonia, Georgia
• Main authors: Chryssy Potsiou & Steven Nystrom
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Next steps

- Text is ready in concept (ECE/HBP/2018/Inf.12)
- Review done by FAO. UN-Habitat and GLTN pending
- To be done:
  - Clear link to VGGT
  - Include graphics
  - Text boxes about cases Serbia, Georgia
  - Design lay out: important for guidelines
  - Promotion and implementation
- Presentation at 11th Session WPLA
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